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This is the first in a series of status reports on the 1100 open problems listed in 
the book Open Problems in Topology (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1990), edited by 
the authors. For the next few years, Topology and its Appkutions will publish such 
status repurts at regular intervals. Our goal is to give a brief account of problems 
solved, by whom, and whether preprints are available. Already more than twenty 
sohttions have been announced. 
In addition to announcements of new solutions, thesereportswill contain a matrix 
of problem numbers updated to indicate those problems still open. In this manner, 
we hope to fulfill our initial ambition to provide a source book of current open 
problems. Of course, this will only be possible, if we have the co-operation of both 
problem solvers and problem posers. To increase our chances of success, we would 
like to request each reader who solves a problem to notify both the author(s) of 
the paper in which it appeared in the book and one of the two editors of this section. 
As mentioned in the book, we plan a complete revision with the addition of new 
topics and authors within five years. We hope that this format will prove a useful 
service to the research community in topology. 
Problem 5 partially solved (consistently yes) by A. Dow (Canada); a preprint 
is available. 
Problem 8 
Problem 13 
Problem 16 
solved by S. Todorcevic (currently in Canada); there is no preprint 
yet. 
solved in the negative by A. Dow (Canada) and EL Frankiewicz 
(Poland); a preprint is available. 
solved by I. Juhisz and Z. Szentmiklossy (Hungary); a preprint is 
available. 
Problem 23 
Problem 24 
Problem 30 
solved by A. Krawczyk (Poland); preprints are available. 
solved by A. Krawczyk (Poland); preprints are available. 
solved by S, Shelah (Israel) and J, Steprans (Canada); a preprint 
is available. 
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1080 1081 1082 1083 1084 1085 1086 1087 1088 1089 1090 1091 1092 
1093 1094 1095 1096 1097 1098 1099 11'00 
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Problem 179 
Problem 216 
Problem 237 
Problem 299 
Problem 305 
Problem 306 
Problem 3 14 
Problem 318 
Problem 339 
Problem 345 
Problem 359 
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solved by P. Koszmider (Canada); a preprint is available. 
solvedfin the negative by A. Dow (Canada); a preprint is available. 
solved by D. Strauss (UK) in the negative; a preprint is available. 
G.M. Reed (UK) has constructed a normal Moore space whose 
square is not normal consistent with GCH. A preprint will be 
available soon. 
In the second paragraph from the bottom on page 170, the cardinal 
“b” should be replaced by “b”. That is, (b = 0,) instead of (b = 0,); 
(b = c) instead of (b = c); and (b < w(X) CC) instead of (b < w(X) c 
C). 
solved by S. Todorcevic (currently in Canada). The editors have a 
handwritten preprint. 
solved by I. Tree (UK) and S. Watson (Canada) with-an example 
under CH. Also Tree has given a ZFC exampleyof a pseudo-normal 
Moore manifold which is not met&able (which is listed as a 
subproblem to 314). A preprint will be available shortly. 
solved by G. Gruenhage (USA) and 2. Balogh (Hungary). On our 
question as to whether a preprint is available, M.E. Rudin answered, 
“consistently yes”. 
there is a typo in the statement of the problem: the typo is “ts 
add(lJ6)” should be 9 c add@)“. 
the claim (attributed to Nyikos) following Problem 345 has been 
withdrawn. 
I. Tre ;-3K) has made an observation towards the answer of this 
problem. He noticed that the consistency of a, c e follows from 
two known results: 
0) 
(2) 
assuming “b = o,“, van Douwen (The integers and topology, 
in: K. Kunen and I.E. Vaughan, editors, Handbook of Set- 
Theoretic Topology ( NorthaHolland, Amsterdam) pages 1 1 l_ 
167) (see the proof of 11.4(e)) has constructed a first countable, 
pseudocompact not countably compact space, and 
Shelah (On cardinal invariants of the continuum, in: J.E. Baum- 
gartner, D.A. Martin and S. Shelah, editors, Axiomatic Set 
7%eoe, Contemporary Mathematics 31 (American Mathemati- 
cal Society, Providence, RI) pages 183~207) has constructed a 
-- model where ddl f b C a. 
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Problem 397 
Problem 407 
Problem 424 
Problem 460 
Problem 639 
Problem 644 
Problem 649 
Problem 710 
Problem 711 
Problem 7 12 
Problem 714 
Problem 719 
Problem 1070 
In Remark 3.9 on page 276, the last sentence should read as follows: 
If the answer to Question 3.2 is “yes”, and if B is separable, then 
such an f exists even when X carries the weak* topology and Y the 
norm topology. Note: This sentence differs from the one which 
appears now in the article by the addition of the phrase “and if B 
is separable”. In the reference on page 278, “Raymond, J.S.” should 
read “Saint Raymond, J.“. 
solved by J. Dydak and J. Walsh (USA); a preprint is available. 
See also Problems 649, 7 12, and 7 14. 
solved by A.N. Dranishnikov. See his paper in Topology and its 
Applications 35 (1990) pages 71-73. 
partially solved by P. Krupski (Poland) and J. Rogers (USA); Yes, 
for finitely cyclic curves. A preprint is available. 
was solved by R. Daverman (USA). The two classes referred to are 
different. There is no preprint available. 
solved by L. Montejano (Mexico), as /was noted in a footnote in 
the ,book. A preprint is available. 
solved by J. Dydak and J. Walsh (USA); a preprint is available. 
See.. also Problems 712 and 714. 
solved by T. Rushing and R. Sher (USA); a preprint is available. 
solved by L. Rubin (USA); a preprint is available. 
solved by J. Dydak and J. Walsh (USA); preprints are available. 
solved by J. Dydak and J. Walsh (USA); preprints are available. 
solved by P. Mrozik (Germany); a preprint is avai#lable. 
should read: “Can a zero-dimensional compact partial two-point set 
always be extended to a two-point set”. For noncompact partial 
two-point sets a counterexample was constructed by J. Kulesza 
(USA). 
